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LEARNING THROUGH HIP HOP is one of the most innovative approaches to learning for the new

millennium. LEARNING THROUGH HIP HOP is where hip hop music meets education. 5 MP3 Songs

KIDS/FAMILY: Kid Friendly, KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music Details: LEARNING THROUGH

HIP HOP takes educational trivia (from Pre-Kindergarten to 5th grade) and poetically weaves it into rap

lyrics sung over rhythmic contemporary hip hop music tracks. The lessons are delivered through the

voices of charismatic characters that make up the Hip Hop Professor and his students, The Dream Team

(Ambrosia, Ming, Papaya  Rusty). With each song, they take their audience on a mentally stimulating

journey through finger popping interaction. LEARNING THROUGH HIP HOP is a culturally relevant

necessity for the schools and homes that meets our youth right where they are. It also encourages them

to experience learning in fun and exciting ways. LEARNING THROUGH HIP HOP educational series

featuring The Hip Hop Professor and The Dream Team would be nothing without the team of

extraordinary people behind the scenes. With its foundation firmly rooted in grassroots success, there is

no mistake that this ensemble is represented by one of the most successful entertainment companies in

Los Angeles, California - Releve Entertainment, founded by CEO Holly Carter. Releve Entertainment has

become a force in the industry, with such notable clients as: Usher, Master "P", Lil' Romeo, Lisa Raye (All

of Us), gospel sensations Donnie McClurkin and Fred Hammond to name a few. Carter is a strategist for

bridging personalities from every genre of entertainment. With her desire to create opportunities for the

urban voice, LEARNING THROUGH HIP HOP educational series is already staking its claim. THE

BEGINNING: 2003 - Marcus Carter (PK), CEO of Dungee Music, saw a need for a more contemporary

style of learning. Soon, the Hip Hop Professor, a 30's something with style, knowledge and flow was

created. Not only did Carter captivate an audience hungry for something fresh and innovative in the world

of hip-hop, but kids began to enjoy learning. Being the mastermind behind such notable musical scores

as: Soul Food (Season four), Steve Harvey's "BIG TIME" theme song and Lil' Romeo's "The Girlies",

Carter had the perfect recipe: a hot hip-hop track, the vocals of Writer/Singer Kaymun Beck and the
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subject matters. Not long after, a new flavor to the Alphabet, States and Capitals and other educational

wonders began to stew. Carter was even able to test the waters of his new learning techniques during its

infancy stage with local elementary schools. The success was insurmountable. But there was something

missing. The Hip Hop Professor was all alone. Until... 2004 - Carter joined efforts with Writer/Artist Ingrid

M. E. Hicks who was able to lend a multiplicity of talent to the solo, including but not limited to her original

characters, "The Dream Team" (Papaya, Ming, Ambrosia and Rusty) created in 1997. The Dream Team

was the perfect accompaniment to the Hip Hop Professor - youthful, edgy, quirky and ready to share

knowledge with their peers. 2005 - Carter and Hicks opened the doors of LEARNING THROUGH HIP

HOP to Writer/Producer Adriane Hopper - Supervising Producer of NBC's Emmy Award winning daytime

reality show "Starting Over". With Hopper's multiplicity of talents and resources coupled with Carter 

Hicks' pre-existing creation, LEARNING THROUGH HIP HOP is taking the world by storm.
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